News from Vice President Tina Uys about our RC46 Program in Yokohama

Dear RC46 Members,

Although the next World Congress of Sociology in Yokohama 13-19 July 2014 is still many months ahead, the deadline for submitting abstracts/paper proposals is already by the end of this month, on 30 September!

As mentioned in the latest RC46 Newsletter, our research committee has been allocated 14 session slots in the program. The titles of the sessions are - in alphabetical order:

* Clinical and Critical Analysis of New Public Management. Analyse Critique et Clinique de la Nouvelle Gestion Publique
* Clinical Sociology Analysis and/or Intervention in Work or Educational Settings
* Clinical Sociology and Community Intervention
* Clinical Sociology and Inclusiveness
* Clinical Sociology and Social Change. Sociologie clinique et changement social
* Clinical Sociology, Cultural Diversity and Immigration. Sociologie clinique, diversité culturelle et immigration
* Clinical Sociology, Health and Social Policy
* Courses, Programmes, Certification and Accreditation in Clinical Sociology
* Destructive Social Experiences and/or Dependencies
* Epistemology, Theories, Research Methods and/or Research Ethics in Clinical Sociology
* History of Clinical Sociology in Countries and Regions: Descriptions and/or Comparisons
* Human Rights and Clinical Sociology
* Sociology and Social Work: Past, Present and Future
* Violence and Suffering in the Workplace. Violence et souffrance dans les milieux de travail

A full description of the sessions can be found at our RC46 Congress webpage: http://www.isa-sociology.org/congress2014/rc/rc.php?n=RC46

There you also will find the entry to the on-line abstracts submission form. Practical guidelines to the online submission system, as well as information about important dates and general rules, can be found at: http://www.isa-sociology.org/congress2014/how-to-present-a-paper.htm  Abstracts can be submitted in any of the three official languages of the ISA: English, French or Spanish. If you would like to submit an abstract but feels that your paper does not quite fit any of the sessions, please submit it to the session that is the closest fit. Session titles will change to incorporate all the papers in a session.

If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at any time!

We absolutely must receive your abstracts by 30 September (as this is an ISA deadline). Please submit your abstracts now. We look forward to seeing many of you in Yokohama in July 2014!

Best regards,
Tina Uys (tuys@uj.ac.za), RC46 Program Coordinator and Jan Marie Fritz (jan.fritz@uc.edu), Assistant Program Coordinator
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